
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

                                                                              
Chairman Garth Wheeler      ZS5GMW  031 208-0805  
Vice Chairman      Lawry Lauf ZS5HV       031 702-8652  
Secretary Tony Mayall ZS5GR    031 708-3078 
Treasurer Anne Bean ZS5FAB     031 701-3138    
 
              Committee Coordinator Portfolios 
 
Hotline, Packet/APRS   Tony Mayall            ZS5GR          031 708-3078 
 
Contesting           Garth Wheeler  ZS5GMW 031 208-0805 
 
Repeater Liaison             
& Bulletins 
 
Hamnet & Rally Liaison    -- -- -- - 
 
Clubhouse, RAE &          Jo Boes            ZS5JO  031 705-3591 
LION Liaison                  
PR          Rudi Smook           ZS5RS          031-702-4841 
  
Youth & Technical         Sheldon Brown         ZR5SDB 082 887 4323 
  
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 

 
Awards Manager Phil Unterhorst        ZS5RJ                     031 202-8807 
HAMNET & RAE     Keith Lowes          ZS5WFD 031 262-0905 
Hamnet, Rallys  Dave Holliday         ZS5HN                    031 904-2038     
& Special events 
 

Highway Hotline December 2007  



 
 
HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof  145.625Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
 
NATURN UHF       Ridge Road     Ch 3                439.025Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                  Winston Park Test  Ch 5                439.075Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.475 (Rptr Rx) 
   
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digipeater: ZS0KLO-1 
APRS Digipeater Frequency: 144.800Mhz  ZS0GIL, 144.800Mhz ZS0DBN 
 
BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 code # 
04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or scanned / 
info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za  Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New 
Germany 3620. PS-Subs for 2007/8 are due from the 1st July! R85-Normal, R25-Family member, R35 for 
Junior/Student or Disabled Person.! 

2. The Club Xmas Party is in the 17th December at the Clubhouse, tickets are on sale from Committee 
members! 

3. OM Ian ZS5IAN and his SW Anne are safely in NZ, his email address remains zs5ian@harc.org.za .    
4. Please see the article in this magazine concerning the kits that Sheldon and his team are putting together 

- starting with a Power Supply! 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
   December 2007   January 2008 
 

2nd       Gary     ZZ5NK   031-701 0109             6th     Brian    ZS5BBR       082 823-6780    
  
    9th      Phil      ZS5RJ       031-202 8807                13th          Lawry    ZS5HV  031-702 8652 
 
            16th      Jo        ZS5JO       031-7053591                20th               Gary     ZZ5NK   031-701 0109            
 
          30th    Tony      ZS5ACB   031-708-2626              27th          Phil      ZS5RJ       031-202 8807 
 
      
   
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
ADVERT    

BRADLEY GLEN (ZS5BG) 
trading as: B-Comm 

 
ICOM AMATEUR/COMMERCIALFOR ALL YOUR HAM/RADIO NEEDS 

E.MAIL: bradlington@yahoo.com PHONE:   082 9943331 or (031) 764-0787 
 

ADVERT 
TONY MAYALL (ZS5GR) 

 
Specialising in placing home/office video footage onto DVD, also specialising in the video capturing of Corporate 
Events, such as Seminars, Lectures,  Talks, Discussions, and thereafter producing DVDs of these events, for 
distribution/archiving. Email: tony.m@telkomsa.net  Tel: 031-7083078  Cell: 073 3564758 
 
ADVERT 

TRENT SAUNDERS(ZR5TCS) 
Specialising in wedding photography, but also  Corporate functions,  family portraiture,  etc, see 

www.trentsaunders.co.za Email: trents@saol.com Cell: 083 3109763 
 
ADVERT 
 

IAN HUNTER (ZS5IH) 
 
Your favourite music transferred from your records or cassettes tapes to CDs with digital sound (Lps cleaned and tracks separated 
on the Cd  and titles listed) Contact Ian on 0317013087 or 0837865173 email zs5ih@cqdx.co.za 



 
 
ADVERT       SHAUN RUDLING (ZR5S) 
 
SOLAR POWER, Be prepared for extended power outages. Convert your shack to Solar energy. I have acquired 
affordable 10 watt Solar Panels. Each panel pushes about 720ma at 13.8v into your lead-acid battery. You can add them 
in paralell for more power.Solar Panels @ R289ea  Deep Cycle 36A/h lead/acid batteries @ R295ea  120w DC to AC 
inverters @ R220ea, 12v energy saving lamps @R49ea, contact Shaun on 082-676-1488, or shaun@pmbnet.co.za 
 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
 
 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 
05-Dec Kate  Farrer Spouse of  John (ZS5JON) 
06-Dec Lesley  Boes Spouse of  Johan ZS5JO 
07-Dec Angus Dick ZS5GV   
11-Dec SheldonBrown ZR5SDB   
12-Dec JamesFairlie ZS5ABW   
14-Dec KeithLowes ZS5WFD   
15-Dec ByronEngler ZU5BEE   
17-Dec IanHunter ZS5IH    
18-Dec Bertb Lausecker ZS5LB   
19-Dec Staci Holliday Daughter of  Cheryl & Dave ZS5HN 
19-Dec Merle Vallance Spouse of  Scotty ZS5SV 
24-Dec Dale Fagan ZS5COM   
24-Dec Troye Cohen Son of  Le-anne &  Rob ZS5LA  
25-Dec Roxanne Bean Daughter of  Ronelle M0ROE & Alan M0JAB 
25-Dec Angeline Smook Daughter of  Sharon & Rudi ZS5RS 
26-Dec Amanda Roodt Spouse of  Brian ZS5BBR 
30-Dec Tony Fox ZS5TF,  Spouse of  Vicki  ZS5VF 
  
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY -- December 2007 
All times quoted in SAST 
 
1 World Aids Day; ARRL 160 Metre 
2 ARRL 160 Metre 
3 Closing date SARL HFField Day logs 
6 SARL Youth Net 17:45 on 3.650 MHz 
8 PEARS HF QSO Party; ARRL 10 Metre 
9 PEARS HF QSO Party; ARRL 10 Metre 
10 HARC Committee meeting 19h30 
13 SARL Youth Net; 
14 NARC closed  
16 Day of Reconciliation 
17 Public Holiday, HARC XMAS BOOT SALE & PARTY @ Clubhouse 
20 SARL Youth Net  
25 Christmas Day  
26 Family Day  
27 SARL Youth Net 
 
 Chirpers Column: (Next Month) 
 
A ‘HAM’ related item for the newsletter! From Rudi ZS5RS 
 
COOKING/GLAZING HAM and/or GAMMON 
 
Cooking – Wet Method: 
 
Boil the ham/gammon in liquid for ± 40 minutes per kilogram in any one of the following: 
 

 Apple Juice 
 Orange Juice 
 Ginger Beer 



 Coco-Cola, or 
 Water 

 
Each enhances the meat’s flavour in a unique way.  The remaining liquid when the cooking is done can be used as a base for your 
glaze (see below). 
 
Cooking – Dry Method: 
 
Remove vacuum bag and soak gammon overnight in fresh cold water.  Roast with lard or dripping at 150ºC for 30 minutes per 
kilogram.  Cool down to room temperature (± 4 hours), refrigerate over night. 
 
Glazing and Garnishing: 
 
It is advisable to pre-cook and then only glaze on the day you intend serving the ham/gammon.  Before glazing, remove the skin very 
carefully (only the skin) – pinkish fat must stay intact).  Then score the surface of ham/gammon at opposite 90º angles to form a 
diamond pattern. 
 
If you chose the wet cooking method, the liquid remaining when the cooking is done can be used as a base for your glaze.  Just mix 
with brown sugar and mustard, and thicken with corn flour (Maizena) if necessary.  Place in a hot oven ± 180º for 15 – 20 minutes 
while basting with the glaze. 
 
If you chose the dry cooking method, sprinkle the ham/gammon evenly with castor sugar and glaze under the oven grill until brown.  
Watch carefully so it doesn’t burn. 
 
Ham or gammon can be effectively garnished with whole cloves, pineapple rings and cherries. 
 
From Sheldon and his Technical Gang: 
 
Subject: YOUTH CONSTRUCTORS PROGRAMME 
 
Hi, I have printed 20 cct boards drilled and silver coated for a power supply project. . 
  
Voltage regulated 3 to 15 v and  current limited ( 0-5, 0 -10, 0- 20 ) Amps options, in a preset or variable voltage and current limiting 
form factor. 
I have used this cct for my whole station at 30 amps for the last 3 years, and zu5bee and zu5t have just built one. Easy to construct 
and fairly cheap. 
  
If anyone is from the club is interested contact zs5z who will be packaging and distributing the kits to CLUB members. 
  
I will be building the following projects with the juniors over the next few months ( We could shuffle the order around depending on 
demand) 
  
Sheldon Kit        In progress -  POWER SUPPLY 3 - 15 V @ 0-5A / 0-10A   
Sheldon Kit        1st  October 2007- FOX HUNT KIT 
Sheldon Kit        Dec 2007 - CI-V / AUDIO / WSJT / LINEAR AMP TX CONTROL / RADIO TX CONTROL - 5 IN 1 
INTERFACE FOR MOST ICOM & 706 RADIO. 
A1 kit                Dec 2007 12 V BATTERY LEVEL MONITOR - 10 LED VISUAL OUTPUT 
A1 kit                Jan 2008 - 2 X 20 W AUDIO BENCH AMPLIFIER WITH SPEAKER - GOOD FOR HAND-HELDS and every day 
audio apps. 
Sheldon Kit        Feb 2008 - Universal VOX kit 
A1 Kit                March 2008 - AUDIO PRE- AMPLIFIER TO GO WITH THE AMP ABOVE 
A1 kit                April 2008 - NI-CAD CONDITION CHECKER 
A1 kit                May 2008 - FM WIRELESS MIC KIT 
Sheldon Kit        June 2008 - TONE GENERATOR 1KHz 
A1 Kit                July 2008 - CONSTANT CURRENT NI-CAD CHARGER - 4 DIFFERENT CELL CHARGE RATES 
Sheldon Kit        Aug 2008 - SHACK TIMER WITH 10 AMP RELAY OUT 
Sheldon Kit        Sept 2008 - ANTENNA ROTATOR DIRECTION INDICATOR FOR THE MAST WITH MULTI TURN POT 
Sheldon Kit        Nov 2008-   UNDECIDED 
Sheldon Kit        Dec 2008 - UNDECIDED 
  
ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS WELCOME 
 
 
 
New RSGB handbook due soon – ZS5JF 
 
Hi Tony and all at HARC, 
  
Here is a picture of the new RSGB handbook.    A lot of effort went into this with the correcting and editing etc. 
  
best 73, John    ZS5JF 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Plus from John ZS5JF, an article on Power Valves: 
 
PA Tubes 
Many Japanese and American HF transceivers use a variety of different tubes in the PAstage. Some of these are “real RF tubes” and 
others were adapted from other applications. 
Although the “non-RF tubes” weren’t originally designed for RF applications or “linearamplifiers” they can be used if the limitations 
are appreciated. 
In this document we look at the different tubes that have been used over the years andthose currently used for HF linear amplifiers. 
Non-RF tubes 
Included amongst this category are those tubes originally designed for such applications astelevision receiver line-output deflection 
duty, so-called “Sweep Tubes”. The most commontube today is the 6SJ6C made by several manufacturers. These tubes are all glass 
construction and have a 12-pin base. The envelope is known as the T-12, which is an American tube manufacturer’s designation and 
the base details are known as E-12. 
The 6JS6C have a 6.3V filament voltage and draw a heater current of 2.25A. They can be used series connected with other tubes with 
the same heater current. Hence, for operation from a 12.6V AC supply two tube heaters can be wired in series. This is the common 
method of use in HF transceivers. 
For high peak anode and cathode currents to be able to flow the cathode needs to “boil-off”lots of electrons. High “emission” requires 
high heater input power to heat the cathode structure. Hence, a rough guide as to how much anode current a tube can handle is 
defined by the heater input power. For very large transmitting tubes the heater power can 
be several kilowatts! 
In television receiver duty the sweep tubes are operated in a semi non-linear manner(similar to Class-C) in a “blocking oscillator” 
circuit synchronised to the line timebase togenerate the horizontal deflection signal and also to generate the high voltage required 
bythe picture tube. This circuit connects the anode of the tube to the primary of a step-up 
transformer with a high voltage secondary winding and the “fly-back” pulses generated arerectified from the secondary to supply the 
post-deflection anode (PDA) in the cathode raytube (picture tube) of as much as 26kV DC. Because of the fly-back mode of 
operation very high voltages occur at the anode and the 6JS6C needs to be able to withstand these high voltages. The peak anode 
withstand of the 6JS6C is about 7.5kV maximum. Hence, they are safely within their ratings with the 1kV or so used when operated 
as a RF amplifier for SSB. 
The anode (plate) dissipation of the 6JS6C is 30W maximum and a maximum peak cathode current of 1.2A when operated as a 
horizontal deflection amplifier in television receivers. This however is a short duty cycle type of operation and considerable de-rating 
needs to be made for RF linear amplifier operation. It can be expected that the anode dissipation is about the same but the average 
anode current needs to be reduced to stay within this anode dissipation rating. A maximum average cathode current of 350mA is 
quoted for horizontal deflection duty. 
Under linear amplifier operation a figure of 1/3rd of this value is about the maximum safe value, so about 120mA is the safe limit. 
With +850V anode voltage this is about 100W input and with the expected overall efficiency of 60% (tube plus RF circuit losses) it 
equates to no more than 60W useful RF output into the antenna. Two tubes operated in parallel gives a DC input of about 200W pep 
maximum and about 120W pep RF output is the most we can safely expect. These values are for low frequencies, such as 80m and 
40m, on the higher bands the tube and tank circuit losses rise and so we can only really expect about 65W to 75W at 29 MHz for the 



same DC pep input. (In its original application the tube was operated at about 60kHz, as the frequency rises the tube efficiency 
inevitably falls). 
 
The maximum screen grid voltage for the 6JS6C is +220V DC with a screen grid dissipation of 5.5W. These values are taken from 
the General-Electric data sheet dated 3-73. No mention is made of operation using any other mode than horizontal deflection duty. 
There were several other tubes used over the years for similar duties, but most of these are 
now obsolete because colour televisions no longer use tubes, except the picture tube. The colour television industry tube 
manufacturers made many different types all designed for sweep-tube duties. Of all of them only the 6JS6C has survived the test of 
time. Although many amateurs regard the 6JS6C as an inferior tube it actually stands up quite well against other types designed for 
RF operation and as long as care is taken not to over-dissipate them they can give long and reliable service. 
 
Real RF tubes 
Today the number of tubes made for RF amplifier applications have declined drastically from the period of the 1960s when they 
reached a peak. With more and more amateur and commercial HF transceivers adopting solid-state devices we really only have one 
inexpensive tube type that can generate about 100W pep (when two are used in parallel) left to choose from. This is the 6146 series 
and includes all the versions. We will spend a little time examining the 6146 and tracing its history and upgrades as it evolved. 
 
6146 
The 6146 was designed by RCA and first released in the early 1950s. The first advert for the 6146 appeared on the back cover of 
QST in January 1952. It was simply designated “6146”. The A and B and other versions came later. The QST advert states it is “a 
new VHF PA tube” intended for VHF FM transmitters, no mention is made of operation on HF or 
SSB. The 6146 is an octal based tube (8-pins) and like the 6JS6C has the anode as thetop-cap with the same diameter glass envelope 
but slightly shorter. So it suited the layout of traditional HF amplifier construction. 
 
QST advert January 1952 

 
 
. --More next month-Ed 
 
More How Stuff Works (From the Internet-Ed) 
 
How is my radio able to display the station's call letters?  
 
If you have one of those car radios that show FM station call signs right on the display panel, then you 
have the Radio Data System feature. It was developed by Swedish Telecom in 1976 as a method of 
sending data to radio pagers. In the early 1980s, the European Broadcasting Union changed it to the 
Radio Data System (RDS). The U.S. National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) adopted a standard 
for it in 1993. British Broadcasting System (BBC) is also a user of the system.  

The Radio Data System (RDS) is available in many U.S. cities.  

In the United States, FM radio stations are allocated 200 KHz of bandwidth. (In Europe, it is 100 KHz.) 
The station does not fill all of this bandwidth with music. RDS is a completely separate radio signal that 



fits within the station's frequency allocation. It carries digital information at a frequency of 57 KHz, with a 
data rate is 1187.5 bits per second (see this nice diagram of the FM signal for details). RDS transmits 
data simultaneously with a standard FM stereo (or monophonic) radio broadcast. Possible uses include 
transmitting song titles, station call signs, and signaling when traffic or weather reports are being 
broadcast.  

RDS was mentioned in this BBC article that describes how a "pirate" radio station was able to send out 
a signal that "took over" many radios. On some car radios, there is no easy way to disable RDS -- the 
only way to make the problem go away was to drive out of range of the offending signal.  

How is my radio able to display the station's call letters?  
 
If you have one of those car radios that show FM station call signs right on the display panel, then you 
have the Radio Data System feature. It was developed by Swedish Telecom in 1976 as a method of 
sending data to radio pagers. In the early 1980s, the European Broadcasting Union changed it to the 
Radio Data System (RDS). The U.S. National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) adopted a standard 
for it in 1993. British Broadcasting System (BBC) is also a user of the system.  

The Radio Data System (RDS) is available in many U.S. cities.  

In the United States, FM radio stations are allocated 200 KHz of bandwidth. (In Europe, it is 100 KHz.) 
The station does not fill all of this bandwidth with music. RDS is a completely separate radio signal that 
fits within the station's frequency allocation. It carries digital information at a frequency of 57 KHz, with a 
data rate is 1187.5 bits per second (see this nice diagram of the FM signal for details). RDS transmits 
data simultaneously with a standard FM stereo (or monophonic) radio broadcast. Possible uses include 
transmitting song titles, station call signs, and signaling when traffic or weather reports are being 
broadcast.  

RDS was mentioned in this BBC article that describes how a "pirate" radio station was able to send out 
a signal that "took over" many radios. On some car radios, there is no easy way to disable RDS -- the 
only way to make the problem go away was to drive out of range of the offending signal.  

What is RDS ? 

A Brief Introduction to RDS (Radio Data System for VHF/FM broadcasting) 

The use of more and more frequencies for radio programmes in the VHF/FM range make it inceasingly 
difficult to tune a conventional radio to a desired programme. This kind of difficulty is solved with the Radio 
Data System, that has been on the market since 1987, and whose spectacular evolution is still continuing. 
Now in 2006 the forecast is that each year more than 100 million new RDS radios will be sold worldwide. 
RDS has by now conquered all receiver price classes and one can easily imagine that it will soon be part of 
the standard equipment of any radio receiver. 

The development of RDS started some 20 years ago in the European Broadcasting Union, EBU. The 
developers aimed at making radio receivers very user-friendly, especially car radios when these are used 
where a transmitter network with a number of alternative frequencies (AF) are present. In addition listeners 
should be enabled to see the programme service name (PS) on an eight character alpha-numerical display 
and the transmitter frequency information, displayed on non-RDS radios, is then only used, in the 
background, by an RDS radio. All this has become possible by the using, for many years, microprocessor 
controlled PLL tuner technology, permitting a radio to be retuned within milliseconds. During this process the 
audio signal is muted which, because of the short time, is usually not detected by the ear. Thus, the radio is 
able to choose the transmitter frequency, among a number of alternatives that gives the best reception 
quality. It is also ensured that the switch-over is made to exactly the same programme service by performing 
a kind of identity check using the programme identity (PI) code. 

Travel information with RDS is possible using the Travel Programme (TP) and Travel Announcement (TA) 
flags. Information is broadcast for motorists, identified in parallel with the ARI system with the corresponding 
RDS features TP/TA. But ARI is now being replaced on a European scale, and its operation ceased in 2005. 
Although there are still some ARI stations in operation in some parts of Germany, this will no longer be so in 
2007.  



RDS is also used for the digitally coded Traffic Message Channel (TMC), which is introduced all over Europe 
within funded European Union projects. 

Once a radio is tuned to a programme service broadcast within a network, using the RDS feature Enhanced 
Other Networks (EON) additional data about other programmes from the same broadcaster will be received. 
This enables the listener, according to his choice, to have his radio operating in an automatic switch-mode 
for travel information or a preferred Programme Type (PTY, e.g. News) and this information comes from a 
service that, at a given time, does not necessarily contain such travel information nor broadcasts the desired 
programme type. 

Many of the Hi-Fi home tuners or receivers, apart from the usual RDS features (PI, PS, TP,TA, AF), 
implement also some of the newer features such as Programme Type-PTY, Radiotext-RT and Clock-Time, 
displaying the time/date. 

RDS is absolutely future proof and will not be replaced by DAB, at least until such time as when FM 
broadcasting ceases to exist and this, for sure, is not going to happen within the next 10 years, in spite of the 
breathtaking developments of the new era of digital broadcasting. 

More details on RDS you can also find in Wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_Data_System 

  More next Month-Ed 

From Peter ZS5PHL An article by by Luke Baker : 

London - British computer experts acknowledged defeat on Friday (16th Nov-Ed) after a German amateur radio enthusiast won a 
challenge to crack secret messages encoded by a World War 2 cipher. Joachim Schueth, from the German city of Bonn, managed to 
intercept a special radio transmission and decipher a super-complex code in less than two hours using software he wrote for the 
challenge. Britain's Colossus computer, built in the 1940s to break secret German transmissions during the war and painstakingly 
rebuilt over the past 14 years, was still racing through its computations to come up with a solution. Schueth's computer program 
actually managed to crack the hardest part of the challenge - deciphering the code of a Lorenz SZ42 encryptor, which has 
approximately 16 million million million permutations - in just 46 seconds. "It's a brilliant piece of work, really really impressive," 
said Andrew Clark, director of Britain's National Museum of Computing, which designed the challenge and is overseeing the running 
of Colossus, based at Bletchley Park outside London. "He's used a program that is highly optimised for this task and he's designed it 
very well. 

"We're really pleased and very impressed. It highlights the strength of the international community working together." 

Schueth was not immediately reachable for comment, but on his website he explained in a very low-key way how he had gone about 
defeating a machine that in its day was the most powerful calculator in the world and the forerunner of modern computing. "Putting 
Colossus in a competition with modern computers may be a bit unfair," he wrote. "Colossus was an ingenious construction and a 
landmark in the history of computing. But technology has very much evolved since: When fed with a usable ciphertext, the quick-
setting program found the setting of all 12 wheels within 46 seconds. "The Lorenz cipher is based on wheels that can have an almost 
infinite range of settings. Colossus, a truck-sized computer built in 1943-4 with the help of mathematicians such as Enigma code 
breaker Alan Turing, has worked out five of the wheel settings so far and is expected to complete the task in about six hours. Clark 
was full of praise for Schueth, who German scientists who helped design the challenge said they had never heard of. He hopes 
Schueth will visit Bletchley Park to receive a reward. Colossus was a top-secret project during World War 2 - it only came to light in 
the 1970s - that helped crack secret German commands on troop movements and supplies. Winston Churchill, Britain's war-time 
prime minister, credited it with helping to shorten the war by up to 18 months. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, 
starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the second  Monday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A tape recording of the bulletin is 
re-broadcast at 18h00 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 



 

AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. And continues until 07h40 Our Net Controller is Gary 
Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz and 145.600Mhz(future) networks in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 SARL Youth Net & ARRL Amateur Radio Re-broadcast by Brad ZS5Z or Lawry ZS5HV 
Tuesdays 20.00 Ladies Net  with Pam (ZR5PAM)-Last Tuesday of Month 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alwyn ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 19.30 Tubby’s Durban Facts Historic Net 
Saturdays 19.30 Tubby’s Historic Net 
Sundays 19.15+/- Tubby’s Recent History Net 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays whenever the Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. 
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is 
Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to them.  It is also 
available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical 
address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h00 for 13h30  at the Clubhouse, Pinetown.   Refreshments and snacks are available at nominal prices. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
 
 
 
 

 
 


